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Threat in Centra America
Scott Baker
Being President Ronald Reagan’s
last full year in office, 1988 promises
to be pivotal: what is accomplished in
the next twelve months will decide
whether his legacy continues into the
1990s or comes to an end in January.
Unfortunately, much of this agenda will be overshadowed by the
tedium of presidental campaigning or
sidetracked by Congress which will
take advantage of Reagan’s lame-duck
status to push through their own
liberal legislation. One item in danger
of succumbing to the Democrats’
pacificatory tendencies is aid to the
Nicaraguan rebels.
A major battle is imminent when
the Administratin’s request for $270
million in funds comes to a vote before
the House of Representatives
February 3. Speaker Jim Wright (D-Texas) will undoubtedly try to defeat
it by touting Managua’s peaceful overtures and improved civil rights record.
Is such admiration deserved?
During his final day of meetings
with Congressional leaders on
November 13, Nicaraguan President
Daniel Ortega Saavedra announced
his own 11-point cease fire proposal
for Central America scheduled to take
effect December 5 .
Among its provisldns weie a’ termination of all military shipments to
the contras as well as a pledge that nay
guerillas who laid down their arms
could “join in the political life of the
nation with full enjoyment of their
rights” (what few were still in existence). It appeared that, a stalemate
having arisen in Latin America,
Managua finally realized the futility of
further conflict and therefore sought
a regional peace.
Upon his return home, however,
Ortega promptly abandoned this
seemingly conciliatory attitude,
replacing it with his usual bombast.
In spite of Jim Wrights ingratiating at-
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tempts to come to terms with the
Presidente during his propaganda sojourn in Washington, Ortega now
tried to shift the onus of repression in
Nicaragua onto the United States,
declaring on November 18:
If the $270 million are [sic] aproved, we
would have to take restrictive measures in
all aspects. We would have to censor all
media, including official media.... It will
be the United Stated closing La Prcnsa, not
LIS.

As if this were not enough to convince Managua’s cheerleaders on
Capitol Hi1 that the rules of the game
remained unchanged, Major R.
Miranda Bengoechea, former top aide
to Defense Minister Humberto
Ortega, announced on December 14
the completion of a “definite, finalized” plan for a 7-year military build-

up promoted by the Soviet Union;
among its provisions are state-of-theare M.I.G. fignters, sophlsticated A.
A . defenses, and the goal of a highlytrained 650,000-man army of 1995.
Bengoechea added that Ortega’s
peace initiative was merely a
“weapon” by which to “strengthen
[Nicaragua’s] political agenda” and
“eliminate” c o w a opposition, with
the proposed military increased continuing well after victory has been
achievd. No statement denying this
report was forthcoming fom the Sandaizlsta government.
Ortega recently grabbed center
stage again by agreeing to comply with
the peace plan as set forth by President Arias of Costa Rica, thereby promising restoration of civil liberties
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(suspended via emergency decree in
1982) and parole for 9000 political
prisoners after, a ceastfire haqbeen-ar-,
ranged with the contras.
Attracting less attention than this
surprise announcement - but more
characteristic of the Sandanisin regime
- was th simultaneous arrest of four
opposition leaders charged with an
“alleged conspiracy” involving the
C.I.A.; among the four were Alberio
Saboria (President of the Nicaraguan
Bar Association) and Mario Rappaccioli (Vice-President of t h e
Nicaraguan Democratic Co-ordinate,
the nation’s main opposition party).
Such actions are onIy the most recent skirmishes in a politial guerilla
war which Ortega has mastered so
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NEEDING INT E L LI G E N C E
Martin Menke
In the non-democratic state, secret
services serve to maintain the regime.
An imperialist state uses its secret service as a means to further its illegitimate
interests
abroad.
Democratic states can be imperialist,
note turn of the century Britain.
Among present-day states, the
United States is reasonably
democratic. American imperialism, if
it ever existed as such, is a thing of the
past. So why then have the presidents,
of either party, never seriously considered the dissolution of the Central
Intelligence Agency.
Unfortunately, turnng the cheek is
not a viable foreign policy for the
Western world in general and the
United States in particular. Oppression demands reactions. The Warsaw
Pact members and all other nondemocratic regimes use their secret

services to terrorize their peoples in- . do these noble and statesmanlike
gestures effectively yield? Training,
to submission. The democratic community has a moral responsibility to
armaments and medical supplies are
the hard realities of our world. The
assist the proverbial “oppressed
masses” in their struggle for freedom.
CIA does this well and efficiently, the
The United States has always
Afghan rebels have yet to lose their
outspokenly supported quests for selfstruggle. The efficacy of the CIA itself
determination and democratic governwarrants the agency’s existence.
Furthermore, resistance to oppresment of peoples oppressed by the
sion already in existence does not sufSoviet Union. Although the U.S.’s
fice. Although containment is not a
record concerning oppression and imcurrent factor in Western foreign
perialism by our allies is less exemplary, it is improving. South
policy, the need to secure democracy
will remain necessary until that distant
Korea, the Philippines, Chile, and
even Iran during the end of the
day when all men enjoy the right to
Pahlavi dynasty come to mind.
“life, liberty, and the pursuit of
However, spoken censure and
happiness.”
In practical terms, this entails
economic sanctions are usually futile
when dealing with a convinced diccareful counterespionage and a n omtator, in person or organization. The
nipresent watch against subversion.
Free World can pass UN resolutions,
The CIA shares this duty with the
boycott the Olympic games, impose
FBI and the armed services. The most
trade embargoes and honor those aceffective form of counterespionage to
tively resisting oppression. But what
protect against oppression is, ironical-

ly, espionage-the gathering of intelligence about the oppressor’s intenlions. This alone allows effective
countermeasures. This unpleasant but
vital burden falls on the Central Intelligence Agency.
“But the CIA supported
undemocratic regimes and violated
US domestic and international law,”
so the CIA’s detractors say. The CIA
supports no one but the U.S. government. The agency is a subordinate element of the executive branch. The
CIA makes no policy, it carries out
that of Congress and the White
House. Like any other government
agency, the CIA promotes measures
to sirnplifiv its work. Unlike most
other government agencies, the CIA’s
work is often on the borderline of absolute legality. Sometimes it actions
are in a gray zone between legality and
illegality.
conrinued on page 12
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ANOTHER VIEW OF THE ABM TREATY

John Rhinelander, Legal Counsel to the ABM Treaty
negotiators, in a 1973 article entitled, “An Overview of
SALT”:

Then-Secretary of State William Rogers in his Report accompanying the ABM Treaty’s submission to Congress:

A potential problem with the Treaty is that which would be created
if an ABM system were developed in the fiture which did not
consist of interceptor missiles, launchers and radars. The Treaty
would not permit the deployment of such a system or of components
thereof capable of substituting for ABM interceptor missiles, launchers, or radars.. . (emphasis added)
-67 Department of State Bulletin 3 , 6 (1972)

The Development and testing of defensive systems based on
new technologies is entirely consistent with the ABM Treaty,
which carefully provided that the implications of such development
should be discussed by the two countries before they were deployed
to see whether new agreements about such weapons or amendments
to the ABM Treaty were desirable. (emphasis added)

ABM Treaty negotiator Gerard Smith, in response to a ques-

-American Journal of International Law Proceedings,
November 1973.

’
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tion at Senate ratification hearings on the Treaty:

...one of the agreed understandings says that if ABM technology
is created based on different physical principles, an ABM system
or component based on them can only be developed if the treaty
is amended. Work in that direction, development work, research,
is not prohibited, but deployment of systems using those new
technologies, . .would not be permitted unless both parties agree
by amending the treaty. (emphasis added)

Soviet Defense Minister Marshal Grechko, addressing the
Soviet Presidium on September 29, 1972 explained that the
Treaty:
imposes no limitations on the performance of research and experimental work aimed at resolving the problem of defending the county
against nuclear missile attack.

-Military Implications of the Treaty on the Limitations of
Anti-Ballistic Missile Systems and the Interim Agreement on
Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms: Hearings Before the
Senate Committee on Armed Services, 92nd Congress, 2d
Session 295 (1972).

,

I

--Pravda, September 30, 1972 at 1-2 (Foreign Broadcast Soviet
Translation).
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Echo, Echo
For the first time in histoty, the language of “arms control” WdS replaced by “arms reduction”-in this case
the complete elimination ofian entire class of U.S. and
Soviet nuclear missiles.
-Ronald Reagan, on signing the INF
Treaty
This is the first treaty since World War II to provide
for the actual elimination of an entire class of weapons
from the arsenal of nations.
-Richard Nixon, in his official message on
the Convention on Prohibition of the Development,
Production and Stockpiling of Biological and Toxin
Weapons and Their Destruction.

Wanting Both Ways
On a recent show of Donahue, discussing the perennial issue of racism in America, a white woman got
up and admitted that she was a “racist” and that
there is “racism in all of us.’’ So blacks and other
minorities have been telling us. We are supposed to
confront and admit our racism, they say, like that
woman. Why is it, then, that after doing so, five
black members of the audience rose and said they
were “offended” by the white woman’s remarks?
If blacks are “offended” by admissions of racism,
why do they demand that the white community admit they are afflicted with racism? Conversely, if they
want people to confront their racism, why condemn
them for doing so? Can’t have it both ways.

Worthwhile

‘Quotation

.
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“Simonomics is Reaganomics with a bow tie.”
-Richard Gcphardt, uttering the only line that will
be remembered from the 1988 Presidential race.

Rancid Pork
Ah! The politics of certitude! How sweet it is!
Senator Daniel Inouye (Democrat, Hawaii) sat in
judgement with profound’ sanctimoniness over the
activities of Lieutenant Colonel Oliver North last
summer, The Senate Pillar of Virtue. However, in
the recently approved omnibus spending authorization, Inouye managed to attach an amendment, in
conference no less, allocating eight million dollars
to build schools in France for Nigerian Jews. No,
we are not kidding. Buried in the 2000-page bill,
President Reagan signed it in the early morning
houfs-to prevent the Federal Government from shut
ting down. Apparently, Inouye paid off a political
debt to a Jewish contributor who donated large sums
to the Senator’s re-election campaign. American taxpayers supporting Jews in France! One could ask
where the ACLU is when you need it-but we won’t.
We’ll settle for this: Oliver North committed his
questionable acts for patriotism, for the hostages, and
for freedom; what is Senator Inouye’s excuse?

Censorship
Then we have Senator Kennedy (Democrat-People’s
Republic of Massachusetts). He managed to force
media magnate Rupert Murdoch to sell either the
Boston Herald or Channel 25 in Boston and either
the New York Post or Channel 5 in New York. The
ostensible reason is that one person is not allowed
to own two media outlets in one city. The real reason
is that the Herald is critical of Kennedy’s liberal antics. New York Mayor Koch and Senator Moynihan
are also critical-but only of Kennedy’s efforts to
rule by decree and cut off criticism.

Gary Hart
Need we say more? It’s hard to know where to begin.
Certainly Hart belongs in “The Month in Review’’
but we can’t afford to devote eight pages to him.
Well, the Republicans are gleeful and the Democrats
are glum over his re-entry. (Hey! That could be sexual metaphor!)’That ought to tell you something.
Did you know he considers himself the “anointed
one” destined “to save the world’’? Neither did
we-but we aren.t kidding either.

“Mayer’sGaffe ‘‘Nutritionists ought not to discuss history unless they
have studied it a little. The Economist reported President Mayer as saying that Professor Sherwin’s
satellitc course with the Sovict Union on the Cold
War would be insulated from political bias because
it is “history.” History, apparently, is Truth and
there is only one Truth. The question arose in light
of the notorious warping of history by the Soviets
and the well-known bias of Professor Sherwin.
Anyone who knows anything about history knows
that there is no such thing as Truth or lack of bias.
Some say the Cold War began as a result of Soviet
imperialism, others say it was America’s quest for
markets. Get the idea? While we reserve judgement
on Professor Sherwin’s course, Mayer ought to get
rid of his foolish notions of history. Perhaps he needs
to read E.H. Carr’s What is History?

Getting Even
A New Jersey man finally did it: he shot his personal computer. He left nothing to chance, wasting
the electronic Antichrist with eight rounds from a
.44. He was arrested, of course.

Moderation in
‘ Pursuit of Liberty
The Great Advocate for Democracy in Central
America, House Speaker Jim Wright, recently denounced as “ridiculous” the notion that Nicaragua
could hold a national election before 1990. He added that such a proposition was an “extreme right
wing” idea. Why? Not surprisingly, Daniel Ortega
-ailed it, “Dangerous, out of touch with reality.”
To him, undoubtedly. But why an American
Democrat?

Another
Double-standard
Late last semester a party in the pub was sponsored
by, “The Black Sophmore Class.” That’s right, just
how it reads. But consider this: what would be the
reaction of the swarms of do-good liberals on this
campus if some group advertised a party, saying it
rs.was .sponsored by “=The,WhiteSophmore Class”?

Silly in Cambridge
One lecture in Cambridge has been advertised as:
“Animal Rights and Feminism: Making the Connections.” Only in Cambridge.

Glasnost

Kevisionism

Mikhail Makarenko’s Resistance International was
particularly active in publicizing non-glasnost apsects
of the Soviet Union during the Summit. Did you
know that there are 12.2 million prisoners in the
Gulag in the third year of Gorbachev’s reign, up from
3.3 million in Khrushchev’s day?

Hero in, Our Time
Paterson, N.J. , high-school principal Joe Clark
deserves a medal. He single-handedly took an innercity school, all-but destroyed by drugs, violence and
laziness, and transformed it into a first-rate school,
using one weapon: iron discipline. None of the handouts or special counseling or understanding crap
so often fed to us by liberal psychologists. Clark used. pure discipline. Low and behold, it worked. To
the parents and students of his school, he is hailed
as a savior. He is a lesson to the nation. Clark also
adds that blacks and other minorities will only succeed when they stop getting hand-outs from whites,
learn to work hard, and pull themselves together.
That, too, has worked, although we immodestly say
[hat we have heard it before.
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Jonathan Tam A’88

“It is essential to assess the past
with a sense of historical responsibility
and on the basis of historical truth.”
-Mikhail Gorbachev
Mikhail Gorbachev said the above
statement during his speech commemorating the seventieth anniversary of the Bolshevik coup which
overthrew the provisional government
in October 19’17. Many expected the
speech to illustrate dramatic shifts in
the Communist Party’s version of
history, the only accepted version of
history in the Soviet Union. Some
predicted the rehabilitation of revolutionaries executed by Joseph Stalin in
the 1930’s including Nikolai
Bukharin, Lev Kamenev, and
possibly, Leon Trotsky.
These expectations were left largely unfulfilled as only Bukharin was
said to have played an important role
in the building of the Soviet state, this
role being his help in defeating
Trotsky.
In the mid-1920’s the debate of
Soviet leaders focused on the future
economic policy of the state. The
capitalistic aspects of the New
Economic Policy (NEP) has increased the production of the war ravaged
country to the level of prerevolutionary Russia, and a policy to
expand production was necessary.
Bukharin opposed those who called
for rapid industrialization for he felt
it would lead to the suppression and
coercion of the peasants whose production was crucial in any attempt to
increase national output.
Bukharin supported a slow, gradual
industrialization policy which would
use small taxes on peasant output to
fund the policy and thus allow the
most amiable relations with the
dominating peasant population. S t a h
endorsed Bukharin’s view and used
I hc Parry’s support for it to remove
Trotsky and his followers from Party
ranks. This was Bukharin’s contribut ion to the defeat of Trotsky who, according to Gorbachev, gave priority
“to tightening the screws on the
Iwasantry, LO the city exploiting the
country-side, and to the administrative and military fiat in running the society.”
T i u s Trotsky’s belief in rapid industrialhation and the exploitation of
“” peasants was defeated by the
Bukharin belief in a more gradual industrialization which would preserve
satisfactory relations between the
small city populations and peasants.
Yet Gorbachev says in speaking of the

.

1930s:
‘l’hc concrete conditions of that time-both at
~t con&lcr;ihlc increase in thc rate of socialist consiruciioii. Bukharin and his followers had, in
i h w calculations and theoretical propositions,
uiiJsi ntsd the practical signifikancc of the time
i h w in building socialism in the 30’s. In many
\\ayu. I heir posture reposed on dogmatic thinkilig and nondialectical assessment a f the con&te .;ituation. Bukharin himself, and his
fcdlnwers, swn admitted their mistakes.
h r t n r . md internationally-necessitated
.

Thus¶ according to
Bukharin was correct in opposing
rapid industrialization in the late
1920s3 but was wrong to do so in the
1930s; such iS the contradictory IUtUre
of Soviet history.

~~

Gorbachev neglects to say that
Bukharin’s views did not change, but
Stalin’s did. Stalin used the Bukharin
view of gradual industrialization to
consolidate his hold on the Party and
to force his main opponents, Trotsky,
Zinoviev, and Kamenev out of the
Patty. When this was done he espoused the view of rapid industrialization
and purged any other potential opponents, including Bukharin.
Gorbachev neglects to say that
bcsides admitting their mistakes,
Bukharin and his supporters were
tried and executed, and that under
torture from Stalin’s secret policy they
futher admitted to being capitalist
spies. Gorbachev falls far short in the
case of Nickolai Bukharin of setting
the historica1 record straight.
In the speech, Gorbachev continues
to paint Leon Trotsky as the principal
enemy to the Soviet state in its early
days. The General Secretary describes
Trotsky as a man determined to seize
power and criticizes his belief in exporting revolution and insistence that
communism cannot be created in an
atmosphere of capitalist encirclement.
Gorbachev said:
I

..I iutskyism wiis a political currcnt whose
idcologists took cover behind leftist pseudorcvolutionary rhetoric, and who in effect assumcd a defeatist posture. This was essentially an
attack on Leninism all down the line. The matwr practically concerned the future of socialism
in our country. the fate of the revolution. In
i h circumstancc, it was essential to disprove
Trotskyism before the whole people, and
dcnude its antisocialist essence.

Trotsky was going against Leninist
philosophy in insisting that communism could not surive in Russia
without revolution in the industrially
advanced countries of Europe, yet he
was conforming with Marxist
philosophy, which said communism
could not survive in Russia alone for,
being an agrariannation, ~~~~i~lacked a developed proletariat. Lenin,
that the
rise to
power in Russia had not given rise to
revolution in Europe, found it
necessary to alter Marxism and
espouse the possibility of communism
about in ~~~~i~ alone. T~
deny this possibility was
say ,.hat
the Soviet state could not survive and
thus be defeated.
Gorbachev is wrong, however, to

impy that a bitter rivalry existed between Lenin and Trotsky. Trotsky
assisted Lenin in planning the
Bolshevik seizure of power and was
the young states first Commisar of Nationalities. He organized the Red Army and led it to victory in the civil
war. Most considered him to be the
second in command behind Lenin and
many felt he was Lenin’s natural
successor.
Lenin had reservations about Trotsky’s lack of concern for others in the
Party, but he intended to use Trotsky
to prevent Stalin’s rise to pwer. In the
early 1920s Lenin began to perceive
in Stalin a Russian chauvanism and
brutality he detested. He asked Trotsky to raise Lenin’s opposition before
the Party, a move which surely would
have destroyed Stalin’s power and
given much power to Trotsky had he
succeeded. But Trotsky failed to do
so, being preoccupied with the^
philosophical debates of the Party and
perhaps had no desire to t&e over the
monotonous adminstrative position of
Stalin.
After Lenin’s death in 1924 Stalin
quickly moved to discredit Trotsky,
whose abrasive personality and intellectual condescension left him with
few supporters in the Party. It was
largely due to opposition to Trotsky
that many supported Stalin who was
seen as a hardworking, not exceedingly smart adminstrator. Kamenev and
Zinoviev sided with Trotsky when
they saw Stalin using his adminstrative position to consolidate
power.
It is perhaps in his criticism of the
brutal excesses of Stalin that Gorbachev falls most short. He criticizes
the repression in collectivization
which ended private farming and
transferred the control of farms, farm
equipment, and livestock to the
government, but fails to describe the
extent of Stalin’s repressive measures
or to question collectivization itself:
Collectivization implied a radical change in the
cntire mode of life of the preponderant part of
the country’s population to a socialist footing.
I t created the social base for modernizing the
dgrman sectar and re-gearing it along the lines
of advanced farming techniques; it made possiblc a considerable rise in the productivity of
labor. and it released a substantial share of manpower needed for other spheres of socialist construction. All this had historical effects.

~

Historical effects indeed. The
farmers resisted and destroyed about
half of the country’s livestock and
produce. As a result Stalin sent nearly a million families into internal exile. The result of the destruction caused widespread starvation on the farms
while the government still seized the
farms’ output to feed the cities and
pay for imported technology. Collectivization itself proved to be a failed
and inefficient farming technique.
Gorbachev also failed to mention
the other countless crimes of Stalin.
T h e forced Russification of
minorities, Lhe millions executed or
sent to slave labor camps, the hysteria
which led to neighbors spying on
neighbors and children spying on
parents, the purging of the military
leadership and the resulting lack of
preparedness for Hitler’s invasion, the
imprisonment of Russians who had
been prisoners of war in Germany
during World War I1 for being spies,
and others. He failed to state that it’s
uncertain who killed more
Russians-Hitler or Stalin.
To outline fully the crimes of Stalin
would undermine much of what today’s Soviet system is based on. By
minimizing the extent of Stalin’s
crimes, Gorbachev presents them as
an aberration of Leninism, instead of
its result. Indeed Gorbachev continues
the presentation of Lenin as a flawless
individual of deity proportions:
Quite obviouslv, it was the absence of a proper level of democratization in the Soviet society

that made possible the personality cult, the
violations of legaltiy, the wanton repressive
measures of the 30’s.
I am putting things bluntly. Those were real
crimes steming from an abuse of pwer. Many
thousands of people inside and ouside the Party wcrc subjected to wholesale repressive
mcasures. Such, comrades, is the bitter truth.
Scrious damage was done to the cause of
socialism and to the authority of the Party. And
we say this bluntly. This is necessary to assert
Lenin’s ideal of socialism once and for all.

When the flolsheviks seized power,
Lenin realized that opposition would
be substantial and in moving to
squelch this opposition he put in place
the apparatus which allowed Stalin to
consolidate power in his hands;
Shortly after the October coup, an
election of representatives to a constituent assembly previously plannedby
continued on page 5
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TOP SECRET
William F. Buckley, Jr.
MEMO TO: The President
FROM: Y’r Obd’t Sv’t, TRB
You asked for my thoughts on the
Persian Gulf business - well, here
they are.
The Iraqi counter-thrust against
Iran is probably going to run out of
steam any day now, our people tell
me. That’s the moment when the Iranians are likely to resume a major offensive, and they’re going to give it
everything they’ve got.
On top of everything else, the
Ayatollah now sees himself as fighting
a Holy War to avenge the killing of
his boys at Mecca. You remember
that Khomeini blamed the Americans
(and the Israelis, of course) for plotting to disrupt the holy pilgrims’ proceedings. The Iranian media kept up
the anti-American theme, but pretty
soon they combined it with the anti-Sunni theme, so now they’ve got
themselves a proper jihad (why don’t
they just say “Holy war”? And by the
way, if you decide to go ahead and do
a teevee appearance on this, don’t
forget that Shiite has two syllables.
Might do to practice. If you slip, just
think of Sam Donaldson). The DOD
thinks the likelihood is high that the
kamikaze types will come in on the
next round, And it admits that the
chances are that one of those mad, bad
Shiites is going to succeed in sinking
a tanker and not inconceivable a U.S.
warship.
Now I know how you feel about the
War Powers Act - I think it’s unconstitutional too. But I’ve put
together some data I got from the
Justice people, and here’s a way you
can share your problems with Congress, which you told me you’d like
to do, without compromising your
position on the War Powers Act.
In 1984, Congress provided for the
pxpansion of the federal judiciary, but
specified that not more than one-half
of the new vacancies could be filled
before the end of 1984. Motives? Obvious, You objected to the provision
as unconstitutional - but went ahcad

History
continued from page 3

the Provisional Government took
place. The Bolsheviks received only
twenty-five percent of the vote. Thus,
when the congress men in January
1918 the Bolshevik government
disbanded it. The Bolsheviks failed to
control the majority of the country,
but their control of the cities and army preserved their grip on power.
In March 1921, while a Party congress was in session, a rebellion broke
out at the Kronstadt naval base, a base
whose revolt in 1917 had preceeded
the Bolshevik seizure of power and
which had always been seen as a progressive revolutionary force. The
vailors called for a third revolution and
an end to Bolshevik rule.
‘The congress was shocked and the

and nominated the first half of the
judges.
That’s tne genera alrecnon vw
should liiead,oithe War Powers A d .
It specifies, as was pointed out at
the NSC meeting a week ago, that you
must imform Congress when dispatching U.S. military forces to an area
where it is reasonable to suppose that
hostilities are imminent. Well, God
knows hostilities are imminent in the
Persian Gulf. They’re not only imminent, they’re history. And then - the
Act says - after sixty days, either you
keep the military engaged where you
sent them, or you bring them back,
depending on whether Congress
ratifies or disputes your deployment
of the military, and their mandate.
Now what you can do is proceed to
advise Congress as specified by the
War Powers Act. You can ask Congress to deliberate what you have
Jonc, and to debate it, and to arrive
at a conclusion as to whether you have
acted in the best interests of the
L~ittccf States (and of Israel, don’t

-

rebellion brutally put down. Lenin
saw it as a conspiracy of Bolshevik opponents in the Party. Opposition parties had already been outlawed so
Lenin moved to end opposition in the
Party. The congress adopted a secret
resolution which allowed a majority of
the Party’s Central Committee to
dismiss from the Party anyone seen as
deviant, and gave to the Central Committee the authority to overrule decisions of the congress.
This transformation gave enormous
powers to anyone able to control the
Central Committee. Trotsky had
warned in 1903 of the dangers of
premature revolution, “The Party will
replace a class, a committee will
replace the Party, and a dictator will
replace the committee.”
Lenin had outlawed opposition partics, insisting thar onlv the Bolsheviks
represented the proletariat, then he

~

f’orget; maybe we should give the
West Bank to the Sandinistas, and
P ~ C K up mar vote while we re ar it?),
Now: You can, in you letter- of
transmittal, advise Congress that in
your opinion the War Powers Act is
not constitutional and that in advising
Congress of the possibility of hostile
action you are not acquiescing in the
hysterical anti-militarism of the postVietnam period (don’t put it that way:
Tony will give you some nice, elegant
language). Then at the end of the
sixty-day period, if Congress confirms
you in your actions, fine - there is no
constitutioal crisis. If Congress does
not confirm you, you just tell the
military to continue to do what they’re
doing, and we wait and see what
happens.. .
What could happen? Well, though
it sounds cuckoo to talk about Congress aksing the courts for an injunction against you, that’s exactly what
happened in 1952 when Presidenl
Truman took over the stccl indurt’rv.
Yup, they actually got out an injunc-

tion against him. Truman said he was
acting in consequehce of the pwers inherent in a Commander-in-Chief (we
were fighting like hell in South,
Korea). It went up to the Supreme
Court, as you will remember, and the
Court ruled that he had acted
unconstitutionally.
I knok it’s none of my business to
stray.any further at this point, but it
woul’d be interesting, wouldn’t it, if
the Court of Appeals ruled in favor of
you - i.e., ruled that the Act was unconstitutional; and then the Supreme
Court came in 4-4, letting stand the
Court of Appeals ruling? Meanwhile,
Robert Bork is answering dumb questions before the Biden Committee.
Nice paradox here, because Bork
would probably approve of the War
Powers Act. So you could publicly
thank Senator Biden, and continue to
exercise the perogatives of the
Commander-in-Chief. How’re we doing. boss?

squelched opposition within the Communist Party itself by placing enormous power in the Central Committee which he controlled. At the same
time, Stalin accepted the mundane adminstrative position of General
Secretary which eventually allowed
him to control who was appointed to
the Central Committee, control the
Central Committee, and fuIfill Trotsky’s prophecy.
Soviet officials are always very
quick to criticize ignorance of
Americans about the Soviet role in
World War 11, yet many Americans
know more about Soviet history than
the Soviet citizens themselves. It is
wry likely that most Soviets had never
heard of Nikolai Bukharin before Gorbachev’s speech. Soviet history books
have always used the political atmosphere of the present over
historical truth in analyzing the past

and people or events which reflected
badly on the system or its current
leaders were simply left out.
The defect evident in Gorbachev’s
speech is not his failure to delve more
deeply into the dark alleys of Soviet
historical truth, for even if he desired
to do so he faces enormous politically
entrenched views that could destroy
his power base. The defect is the notion of one truth: the Party’s truth.
Only freedom of research and expression will lead to a truthful presentation of the Soviet past to the Soviet
people. This free historical research
and expression would unmask much
of what the current system and feaders
base their prestige on, buc from a
Western point of view, only true
Soviet openness towards the past
should raise confidence in Soviet
openness of the present.
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Keep the Pressure on, Nicaragua
Edwin Feulner
I hate to sound sullen in the middle of the holiday season and so soon
after the party atmosphere that swept .
Washington during the ReaganGorbachev summit, but it must be *
faced: U.S. interests in Central
America are being undermined, and
the consequences will be dire.
Nicaraguan President Daniel
Ortega and his American friends,
while morally abominable, certainly
know their stuff. Consider the task
they may face, and how well they have
succeeded so far.
Their task is to ensure the entrenchment of the communist Sandinistas
in Nicaragua. This requires (1) that
the U.S. Congress stop funding the
Nicaraguan Democratic resistance
(the Contras), and (2) that the Soviet
Union, its clients and satellites continue giving the Sandinistas the enormous amounts of military hardware
and other forms of aid and advice
necessary for tightening their
totalitarian noose.
At first glance, this would seem
close to impossible. On the one hand,
Ortega must go to Moscow from time
to time to pat-a-cake with his Politburo soul mates. It is a good idea to
butter up your benefactors now and
then, and Ortega has done this
frequently,
But if he gushes and coos too much
over the wonderfulness of the
Kremlin, might not even his
apologists in the U. S. Congress begin
to question the wisdom of selling out
the freedom fighters and letting the
Sandinistas continue to run
roughshod over the Nicaraguan people and establish another base for
communist subversion on America’s
‘southern door-step?
Ortega and company clearly knew
how to resolve this dilemma: Coo and
gush over the Kremlin ad nauseum
and forget about Congress. By now,
Ortega must be wondering if his Congressional allies would desert him even
if he invaded Key West.
“Dear Comrade Gorbachev,”
Ortega said in a recent speech at the
Kremlin, “the Nicaraguan people,
which eight years ago freed itself from
capitalist exploitation, is proud of its
fraternal relations with the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics. . .We will
never give up our fratetnal relations
with the Soviet Union. . .I thank the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union
and the Soviet people in general on
behalf of the Nicaraguan people for
their unconditional and generous support given us during the course of
these past years. . . .Long live the
70th anniversary of the October
revolution! ”
Ortega’s friends in Congress seem
not to care that, even as he droned on
about the peace-loving Kremlin, the
Red Army in Afghanistan continued
one of the most murderous, savage occupations in history, which the Sandinistas apparently think is peaceloving, since they have never con-

.

.

demned it in, the United Nations.
That occupation, of course, is just one
in a long list of crimes Moscow has
committed since the start of the Soviet
“revolution” that Ortega celebrates.
Having played kissy-face in Moscow
long enough, Ortega set sail for
Washington to do the same thing with
the House Speaker Jim Wright and
his other friends on Capital Hill. Here
he was so successful, as the New York
Times’ Stephen Kinzer reported,
“that the Sandinistas now believe they
can succeed in going over the president’s head to Congress. “Through a series of skilful political
maneuvers i n Managua and
Washington,” Kinzer wrote, “the
Sandinistas ‘may have won at least a
temporary edge in the effort to sway
Congress. Mr. Ortega has portrayed
himself as open and willing to compromise. . ’ 7
Temporary edge? That has all the
earmarks of a permanent victory.
Congressman Wright, who has played

.”

.

a huge role in Ortega’s success, blasts
those who won’t join the applause as
being “afraid that peace will break
out.” Thanks to that kind of thinking, Nicaraguans will enjoy the kind
of ‘‘peace” Cubans have enjoyed for
the last 28 years, and Wright’s home
state of Texas, among many others,

had better brace for a fast-rising tide
of refugees fleeing the “peace” Ortega
wants to preside over,
(Feulner is president of The Heritage
Foundation, a Washington-based
public policy research institute.)

Are you as informed as you’d like to be

about all the great events and movements

two centuries for whom historical writing seemed profitless unless it yielded up
revelotions and judgments pertinent to the world around us.. ,.By far the greater
par1 of Mr, Johnson’s book is concerned w i t h , , .the will to power. ..It is in this
light that Mr. Johnson sees the rise, commencing with Lenin, of ‘gangsterslatesmen.’ Among them he includes most prominently Mussolini, Stalin, Hitler
and Mao Zedong. In Mr. Johnson’s view, Lenin was by far the most influential
...A good deal of Mr. Johnson’s book is devoted to tracing the spread of
Leninism, and all its ramifications, in the world. Ordinarily we sharply distinguish
communism from what became known as fascism. But he sees the distinction as
being without much difference. All the founding fathers of totalitarianism, Hiller
and Mussolini included, were socialists in prtnciple. . .There are 20 closely-packed
chapters in the book, and I must content myself with a modest selection to convey
ifs riches. ...we can take a great deal of intetlectual pleasure in his book, which is
a truly distinguished work of history.” - Robert Nisbet, page 1. NY Fimes

4

invasion [of Washington], one visiting
“The
statesman observed, was ‘like watching the Borgia
brothers take over a respectable north Italian town’.’’
(Page 614)
“In the atomic field Soviet agents included Julius and
Ethel Rosenberg. Morton Sobell, David Greenglass,
Harry Gold,
(alias Alexander Stevens), to
whom Whittaker Chambers acted as courier, and
Jacob Golos, as well as Klaus Fuchs, who had been
cleared by British security.” (Page 458)
“Yet
was not a statist. He said he was
against any attempt ‘to smuggle fascism into America
through the back door’. On many issues he was a
liberal. . . He did not make anti-Semitic jokes, like
Woodrow Wilson and his wife or Franklin Roosevelt.
To a very wide spectrum of educated American opinion, he was the leading American public man.. .”
(Page 243)

“Brilliant, densely textured, intellectually challenging. ..skillfully compressed.. .powerfully cautionary book.” - Edmund Fulter, Wall SI.

Journal

“Rip-roaring survey of the pathology of modern relativism.. .provocative.” - Time

“Delicious. . Johnson’s verdicts on historical figures are shrewd and
unsparing. He calls Gandhi a ‘sorcerer’s apprentice’ whose rhetoric of
nonviolence was ‘nonsense,’ given the turmoil he ignited.. . .About
American affairs Johnson is extreme& keen. H e speaks contemptuously
of ‘the Watergate witch-hunt,’ brought about by people in the
media., .,he is not fooled by the favorable publicity the ‘activisl’ (read:
leftist) judiciary has received a t home. .But he ends on a note of hope,
seeing ‘palimpsests of freedom’ amid the destruction.” - Joseph
Sobran, Nalional Review
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The I.N.F. Treaty and European Security
Scott Baker

.

-?

,

Ever since Secretary of State Shultz
and Soviet Foreign Minster Shervardnadze met in Moscow to discuss the
issue of intermediate-range missiles,
much attention has again focused on
whether negotiations are going too far
or not far enough. This time it is more
than just an academic debate. An
agreement has been signed.
But is it the best possible agreement? Whether one agrees with his
negotiating stance or not, Reagan’s
START are an admirable improvement over the earlier SALT treaties
which sanctified the the accerlation of
the arms race and repudiated the
deterrent effect of a balance of terror.
Unfortunateiy, the President has a
tendency for allowinghis desire to obtain worthy goals to lead him into
disastrous foreign policy adventures,
e.g. arms for hostages. T o accept an
INF treaty as currently signed is
another such foray.
The Pershing 11s in Europe have little strategic value but are
pyschologically vital in that they symbolize American resolve to “trade
New York for Paris” in the event of
a superpower confrontation. To
withdraw these missiles without a corresponding increase in conventional
forces would weaken NATO’s confidence in America’s commitment to
defend the continent and undermine
the credibility of those governments
which have hosted the Pershings and
cruise despite forceful domestic
pressure. ,
In reality, such a move may have
the unwanted effect of further
destabilizing the existing situation.
Denuclearizing Central Europe increases the possibility that either the
Warsaw Pact, or NATO would be
more prone to resolve a political crisis
through conventional military means,
with the entailing risk that each successive response would be upgraded
until nuclear war is initiated. Paradoxically, therefore, these weapons are a
source of concern on both sides of the
Iron Curtain while their very existence
helps to deter the situation in which
they are most likely to be used.
Does this imply that the INF treaty should not be negotiated and
ratified? On the contrary, but it must
be considered in the context of a comprehensive agreement. Only a deal
which reduces the total number of
nuclear weapons systems while
simultaneously increasing political
stability has any real chance for peace.
Though details would be difficult to
negotiate, the basic outline is relatively simple.
The process begins with complete
elimination of all land-based missiles,
intercontinental as well as short- and
medium-ranged, accompanied by a
simultaneous
increase
in
NATO/decrease in Warsaw Pact conventional arsenals until a parity in
forces is achieved. Most intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBM) are

highly vulnerable to attack, prompting either superpower to use them
during a crisis rather than lose them
later in the event of a nuclear
exchange.
The same holds true for INF forces
in Europe. Any ground assault on
West German territory threatends our
Persing IIs, tempting the President or
a NATO commander to launch rather
than allow these weapon to fall into
enemy hands. By eliminating these
systems, the possibility of nuclear war
occurring through miscalculation or a
spasm of panic-ridden decision making is dramatically reduced. Yet at the
same time each bloc’s security is
maintained via a deterrence of mutually balanced but non-genocidal conventional arms.
Strategy thus centers on submarinelaunched ballistic missiles (SLBM)
and bomber commands, having three
major advantages:
1. They provide both sides with a
more secure platform on which to
build defense policy. The idea of total
disarmament has to be abandoned for
it is a dangerously utopian notion.
One may eliminate weapons but not
the knowledge of how to construct
them, thus leaving anyone who
refrains from acquiring missiles at the
mercy of those who do not.
If both superpowers possess 200
nuclear warheads, either side could
conceal a further five or ten with
reasonable assurance that they could
cscape detection and not seriously
altc; the balance of power. In a
nuclear-free environment, such
cheating would subject the adhering
nations to atomic blackmail. Considering the level of mistrust between
each superpower and the extent of

proliferation since 1970 any allinclusive accord would have to be
preceded by a fundamental change in
our geopolitical attitudes.
2. Given that some form of nuclear
proficiency
is
necessary ,
SLBMshombers provide 2 modicum
of stability and flexibility not found
within current operational plans.
Missile-laden submarines could silently ply the oceans’ depths during a
crisis, patiently awaiting the adversary’s initial move before launching a
retaliatory attack, thereby increasing
the intended deterrent effect. Antisubmarine warfare tactics, while effective, take rime to organize and would
tip off an opponent that conflict was
imminent. As regards flexibility, air
attack squadrons can be sortied and
if necessary kept aloft for days before
bcing either recalled or sent to their
targets for an appropriately measured
response. Once an ICBM is launched,
the action is irreversible.
3. Finnally, the controversy surrounding the strategic defense initiative would be resolved. The program as currently proposed is ineffecLive agiansfbombs delivered by lowflying aircraft or against SLBMS
whose trajectories and flight times
place them outside of the system’s
capabilities. Discussions over development and deployment become
academic because SDI would
automatically be obsolete.
Formulating such an agreement inevitably creates more problems than
it solves: would the Soviet Union,
predominantly landlocked and encircled by hostile states, be willing to
abandon her ICBMs for the less advantageous air and naval forces? What
will be done about cruise missiles and

battlefield nuclear weapons which are
too small to be verified by current
technological means? And how will
the rest of the world react to this
treaty-particularly those European
countries which would be most affected by its terms? Countless weeks
of bargaining are required before a
settlement can be concluded, but if
the superpowers are truly serious
about arms control these obstacles can
be overcome.
Meaningless symbolic gestures and
pro-peace rhetoric are fine for curry
ing favor with the political arena but
do little to reduce the threat which
faces our world. We must come to
grips with the true essence of the problem, our overall strategic arsenals
and the stabilizing effect or lack
thereof that they exert on our military
posture.
One final comment: It has been said
that the gods punish us by granting
our wishes. Is it not conceivable that
adoption of the above format could
lead to the conflagration it is intended to prevent? When one talks about
11,000 warheads and 35,000 megatons
of explosive power, the statistics are
so staggering that the concept of
nuclear war becomes “unthinkable.”
Bur what happens when the figures
drop into the 100s and 1000s respectively? Will Strangelove personalities
in the Pentagon and Kremlin begin
talking about losses amounting to ten
or twenty million “tops”? With the
risks of nuclear war lessened, may not
the temptation to resort to it be
greater?
Perhaps, like Pandora, we have
opened a box of demons that can
never be reclosed.
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DANGER ON NATO FLANKS
Eric J. Labs A’88
Now that Ronald Reagan and
Mikhail Gorbachev signed an agreement to eliminate all intermediate
range nuclear weapons from Europe,
the conventional balance between
NATO and the Warsaw Pact becomes
militarily more significant once the
Pershing and cruise missiles are
removed. So what else is new.
But while most politicians and
military analysts are preoccupied with
the military balance on Central Front
- the border between East and West
Germany which harbors the largest
concentration of military power in
Europe - the highly vulnerable
NATO flanks are being overlooked.
With nuclear protection of Europe
becoming less and less credible, the
flanks- .need reinforcement just as
much as the Central Front.
The Southern Flank of NATO in
the Mediterranean is perhaps in the
most danger from superior Soviet
military power. Spain has ordered the
removal of geveral squadrons of
American F-16 fighter-bombers from.
its territory. These planes are extremely important for reinforcing
Turkey in the event of a war in the
South. Now, however, a question remains as to whether these aircraft will
even be able to remain in Europe, further weakening NATO air power.
Greece under Andreas Papandreou
is an unreliable NATO ally. By constantly campaigning against an
threatening to remove four American
bases in Greece, the Prime Minister
cavalierly undermines NATO stability
to enhance his electoral prospects. Im~ g i i i e European reaction if an
American president promised to
withdraw America’from NATO simply to get re-elekted.’

I

The most serious problem on the
Southern flank, however, is Turkey.
Turkey maintains the largest standing
army of NATO, but is poorly equipped with weapons that date from the
Korean.War. The Turkish Army is
perhaps the best-trained and certainly is the most spirited. But spirit alone
will not stop Soviet armored divisions.
Moreover, Turkey has proven to be
far more reliable than either Spain or
Greece (Greece benefits from a powerful Greek lobby in the United States).
Increasing military aid to Turkev

military and economic aid from the
United States than Turkey, yet
neither nation permits the establishment of a permanent American
military presence. Moreover, as recent
events have demonstrated, Turkey is
no more undemocratic than either
Israel or Egypt.

without American aid. Indeed, in the
event of a war, the Soviet Union could
probably bully Norway into submission with the reality that it would not
stand a chance against Soviet military
power. Here, too, the remedy is a
question of political will - on Nor-

w a n d spoke in favor of the project.
His statement sparked a wave of enthusiasm in the business circles of
New York and inspired the head of
“Walt Disney Productions. ” Hopink
to reach a solid agreement,
businessmen together with the companies of “Paramount” and
“Hollywood” developed active
undertakings. The most imporant
mal-to
undertake the project
’ ‘EuroDisneyland” in France.
It was necessary to cultivate public
opinion and this task was giver tn t h e
third channel of French television.
.4dvertisements can have unusual effects. By the end of 1985 the income
of “Walt Disney Productions” had
grown by twenty-one percent over the
income of 1984. As France rescuec‘
the American empire of amusement,
it helped her improve her financial
affairs,
What is the real plot behind this
project? Plans call for the building of
a “city of business and tourism” in
which there will be 5000 hotel rooms,
commercial undertakings) and different preliminary calculations, promises a solid profit-200 million
francs a year. This is the most fantastic commercial action that ever occurred in France on behalf of a foreign
transnationation corporation.

T h e current government a i ~ d
financial-industrial circles in Frame
entirely support the project
“EuroDisneyland.” The idea of joing
thc dcpartments of Paris which deal
with American capital and tourism hnprobably been imposed on them.
Such unanimity demonstrated b y
tho government, heads of business
circles, and of the Socialist party in the
person of Francois Mitterand did not
prevent the birth of a protest campaign agianst the American undertaking. The French understand well the
risks of creating a “zone of open
doors” near Paris.
The Newspaper Humanity has
recorded the growing activities of the
project”s opponents. The Communist
Party and 13 other public organizations, associations, and movements in
France are giving out questionaires
hoping to discover the views of the
general public towards the creation of
“Disneyland.” The majority of the
population in their petitions and
declarations speak out against the project, against this well aimed cultural
Waterloo. Representatives of the intelligentsia are calling for the repulsion of this onslaught of American
subculture. Will the government
decide it is right to reiect thc opinion
of thc maioritv?

continued on page 12

Americans in Paris
Translated by
Jonathan Tam A’88
The following article written by L.
Puhshkin appeared in the April 1987
edition of the Soviet journal ’“The
Democratic Journalist. ” I feel its interesting and education to see how
America is portrayed in the Soviet press.
The world famous firm “Walt
Disney Productions” will by 1991
undertake the construction near Paris
of a new “Disney1and”-and
American-type amusement party, a
new “reserve of mass culture.” And
thus an American business intends to
take yet another step into Europe,
calculating to receive sizable profits,
and at the same time to establish its
“center of culture” in France. The
head of “Walt Disney Productions”
was gladdened by this contract, you
see the company has recently faced
stagnating business. The number of
visitors to the amuqement parks has
been declining, and rJle income I‘rcm
hotels, films, and the s d e ol’
videocassettes has been falling. Stocks
of the company have been transferred
into private hands. No long ago six
percent of the f m s stock were obtained by two Dallas millionaire brothers.
Thus there are grounds to consider

that the construction of “Disneyland”
in France is being dictated not solely
by a French love for the entertainment
of American showbusiness. This
“cultural” task ought to increase the
pure commercial gains of the firmseizing European clients and their
money.
Negotiations of the details of the
contract are already taking place, taking place in.secret. In fact the French
public lacks any clear information
about this “undertaking of national
importance. ”
Who needs this secrecy? Who
stands at the source of this project?
Who stands to gain from it? These
and similar questions are appearing
incrcasingly
in
progressive
publications.
The initiator of the project to create
a French “Disneyland” was Charles
Chamberon, who headed the apparatus of higher trade in the government of de Gaulle and who until this
time has been preserving his transatlantic contacts.
In 1984 Chamberon began to advocate among influential state and
party officials the idea of creating an
amusement park near Paris. The
political mechanisms were neglected.
At the time of his visit to the United
States in March 1984, Francois Mit~
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U.S. Policy and Iran
Alexander Werner
.

--

Leave aside all your honest anger
about Iran’s complete neglect of any
rules of international law or convenience. Let’s have a rational view on
America’s attitude towards that country. It is simply not true that Iran is
the only troublemaker and Iraq the
nice guy in this conflict; Iraq began
the Gulf War on August 9, 1980 by
invading Iran (no way a “preventive
first strike”), it started the bombing
of civilian areas, it introduced the use
of chemical weapons (mustard gas and
nerve gas) against combatants and
even civilians, and it started the tanker
war in 1984!
The reason: Iraq transports .its oil
by overland pipelines, but Iran needs
the seaway. And in order to keep
Iran’s war chest empty, Iraq risked
the further escalation of the war into
the Persian Gulf, after it had realized
that it could not win on land, Iran as there are no Iraqi sea targets retaliated by attacking tankers of
Kuwait, one of the main supporters
of Iraq.
It was an Iraqi aircraft which attacked the U.S.S. Stark in May 1987, and
on August 10 it resumed attacking Iranian oil fields. The U.S. government
seems to close their eyes before the
fact that Iraq is desperately trying to
drag the U.S. into the war. Before the
war Mr. Saddam Hussein, Iraq’s
dictator-“President,’ ’ had as his
guests top terrorists like Abu Nidal,
suppressed the opposition and the
Kurdish minority and was leading in
anti-Israel and anri-U. S. propaganda.

Threat
conintinued from page 1

well. By portraying Nicaragua as a
pcace-loving country engaged in an
unjust war backed by the Reagan Administration, Ortega hopes to undermine support for the‘contras and convincc Congress IO cut off all monetary
aid. Even a one year suspcnsion in
funds coud be disastrous for the
rebels, compelling them to either
engage in battles they are currently incapable of winning or withdraw, thus
surrendering without a fight hardfought-for gains. Once the contras are
defeated, Ortega w i l l focus his attention on exporting the Sandanista
. revolution to Nicaragua’s neighbors.
(Such a situationexisted in 1981 when
Managua, unburdened by civil war,
successfully aided Communist
guerillas in El Salvador, Honduras
and Costa Rica.
Funding for the contras put on
enough presure that Managua distanccd itself from foreign insurgencies toconcentrate on its own security, allowing each individual rebel group to be
summarily defeated. Discarding the
mntras now would be to allow such a
scenario to be repeaEed.)
Being the 20th anniversaLy of the
Tet Offensive, Congress will brandish
our tragic involvement in Sooutheast
Asia as a warning not to get involved
in Latin America. The appeasers on
Capitol Hill would do well to
remember that it was also twenty
years ago when Communist‘ forces
brutally crushed a flourishing
democratic
movement
in
Czechoslovakia, an example mush
more applicable in regards to
Nicaragua.

U. S . policy towards revolutionary
Iran does not show much consistency; it is rather erratic. Immediately
after the revolution, Mr. Carter
wanted to maintain good relations.
But, because of the Tehran hostages,
the U.S. ttlrned more and more to
Iraq, until the Reagan administration
started
the
arms-forhostages-deal. The methods used to
achieve this were embarrassingly
childish (e. g. regarding Mr. Rafsanjani as a “moderate” when he is a
close ally of Khomeini and in several
important issues an outspoken
“radical”). There was no cautious
preparation (unlike KissingerNixon’s rapprochement with Maoist
China), just a sudden turn which
could not strengthen America’s
bargaining position and made allies
like Saudi Arabia suspicious. There is
still a . difference between the
diplomatic skills of a first-class-professional and a marine
Lieutenant-Colonel like Oliver North!
The dangers of the present policy
become more and more apparent: The
U.S. has lost the initiative. by escorting tankers they have gone into the
Iraqi trap of internationalizing the war
only after Iraq’s aggressive behaviour
had endangered the free navigation in
the Gulf. Iran has no reason to close
the Gulf, as this would stop its own

oil exports, and Iran is still extremely
dependent on these oil profits. The U. S
engagement has not diminished the
tensions in the Gulf. Even the Saudis
are careful not to side with the U. S.
openly by refusing them the use of
most of their military facilities.
It is no use trying to force Iran to
a complete “draw. ” As long as the advantages of the war (the people rallying behind the regime) outweigh the
economic hardship,. Iran will not
make peace for anything. “The
revolution and the war have become
one, each sustaining the other.”
As Iran cannot be sure of an
outright victory (yet experts agicc it
can’t lose, either) it might agree to a
mere symbolic success, that is the
removal of Saddem Hussein, the aggressor. On the other hand, the
danger of a major Iranian
breakthrough during the next offensive cannot be denied: In January,
when Iran attacked Basra, Iraq had to
use the elite presidential guard to prevent the fall of the city. To remove
this danger of a total Iranian victory
and the following shake up of the
whole region, the West must try to
end the war, by allowing Iran some
sign of victory in an honorable peace.
Politics is the art of the possible! (Otto von Bismarck). Meaningless U. N.
resolutions won’t help.

It is’not a foregone conclusion that
Iran will always to remain as fanatic
as it is today. Even now Iran is very
pragmatic in maintaining rather good
relations with NATO-member
Turkey (to keep it neutral in the Gulf
war) and with U. S. ally Pakistan (as
both states support the freedom
fighters in Afghanistan). And
remember: Iran has a 1250-milelong
borderline with the U.S.S.R. If the
West remains completely hostile, Iran
will lean to the U.S.S.R. (the
U.S.S.R. and Iran are already
strengthening their economic ties), the
opposite of U. S. intentions for the
naval engagement (keeping the Russians away from the Gulf), or Iran
might look for a future counterweight
against its big neighbor.
In contrast to Qaddafi’s Libya, Iran
is much too important in geostrategic
terms for successful isolation - Gorbachev is no fool! And perhaps one
should not be too afraid of the Persian
influence on their neighbors: the different statements, esp. the Syrian one,
after the clashes in Mecca on July 31,
1987 show that the ancient ArbianPersian opposition is at least as important as the Shia-Sunni-divide.
The writer is a law student at Munich
University, who enjoys the company of
Americans over a pint of beer.
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where Do America’s Leaders
Go For The Facts?
President Ronald Reagan:

“ , . . I became a Human Events reader years ago, and I continue to regard it
as essential reading. H.E. contains aggressive reporting, superb analysis and one of
the finest collections of conservative columnists to be found. . . . I share and
applaud its commitment to limited government, a strong national defense, the free
market and traditional values.”

Phyllis Schlafly :

“.

President, Eagle Forum
. .Human Events is always a beacon of reliability and optimism.”

Senator Jesse Helms:
, . .For four decades it has been a unique symbol of truth and courage and
“

,

integrity in a nation that has often bordered on discarding its fundamental
principles. ”
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Human Events is the one source you can count on for accurate, insightful, truly objective reporting of all the
I
events of importance happening in Washington and around the world.

Every week, Human Events readers enjoy such regular features as: Capital Briefs, the who, what and why of
politics in our Nation’s Capital; Inside Washington, what’s actually going on, plus analysis you won’t see anywhere else; Rollcalls, how every Senator and Congressman voted on all the key issues; Spotlight on Congress,
members themselves discuss upcoming legislation and how it will affect your life; PLUS the best conservative
authors and columnists available anywhere.

Isn’t It About Time YOU Started Reading Human Events, Too?
\
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Human Events - The National Conservative Weekly.
422 First Street, S.E., Washington, D.C. 20003
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Special Offer for New
Subscribers Only!
When you subscribe to Human Events,
the National Conservative Weekly, at the
Wecia’ low price Of $19’75 for a
we’ll give you four free issues for a total
of 56 issues - a $42 value. And, if you
are not delighted with Human Events,
you can cancel your subscription at any
time during your first four weeks and
receive a full refund of your subscription
price.
---e
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0 YES, it’s time I started reading Human Events too! Enclosed

is my check for $19.75 for a full year of Human Events plus
four free issues (56 issues - a savings of $22,25 off the cover
price).

0 I want to try an introductory subscription for 23 weeks

I
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for $9.95. I have enclosed payment.
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NATO
continued from page 9

’

way’s part. To fulfill their responsibilities to NATO, Norway must increase its defense budget; it can afford
i o far more than Turkey.
Otherwise, a Soviet occupation of
key strategic points in Norway would
be inevitable in a European way and
give the Soviets a vital advantage i n
the battle for control of the North Sea.
Lastly, an article in the Wall Street
Journal two years ago revealed a
serious Soviet threat to the Canadian
Arctic, a potential outflanking of
NATO’s defense of the main North
Atlantic sea lanes. THe Soviets are
dcveloping strategies and submarines
to break through the ice of Canadian
waters ’and thereby outflank the
Greenland-Iceland-United Kingdom
gap. For the Soviet navy to break out
into the Atlantic, it has to pass
through this gap, a gap which NATO
navies are well-prepared to defend.
However, by finding a new route to
thc Atlantic through Canadian waters,
the Soviet navy threatens anew the
communication and resupply lines
between Europe and North America.
If they are severed, the NATO front
in Europe would’ quickly collapse.
Without considerable reinforcement
of this area, while not drawing on
scarce naval forces from other fronts,
the Arctic will become a Red Sea.
The point to emphasize here is not
that the Sovietsare going to start a war
in Europe to conquer Turkey or Norway. But the threat to the flanks is a
threat to the Central Front, as the
Canadian Arctic so vividly
demonstrates. And since NATO no
longer has a credibie nuclear umbrella, NATO’s conventional power
becomes all-important to deter the
Soviet Union. Deterrence is the name
of the game and the weaknesses on
NATO flanks does little to deter the
Soviets from believing they can win a
conventional war in Europe.

Intelligence
continued from page 1

However, as an instrument of
policy, th; policy-maker is responsible for any violations of the law. The
CIA as such bases its existence on acts
of Congress, acts which are constitutional and therefore is not of itself an
illegal and criminal organization.
“But the CIA has violated laws and
acted contrary to the nation’s best interests. Surely these infringements
cannot all have been intended by
Presidents and Congress.” The CIA
is made u p of people. People make
mistakes and are prone to lose sight
of their mandate and its limitations for
various reasons. Therfore people re-

NOTABLE
‘It will be a cold day in Hades when I go soft on
communism.”
-Ronald

Reagan

quire supervision.
That is waht Congressional oversight committees and the President’s
staff must continually do. When they
do not, transgressions occur. One
does not shoot one’s dog for biting the
mail man if one does not teach himto
react only to criminal behavior. Congress has at times been lacking in its
oversight function. On the other
hand, no country “airs its dirty laundry” as the U.S. does, especially
where the intelligence services are
concerned.
As long as self-determination,
democratic and anti-imperialist states
are threatened by oppressive powers
making use of secret agencies as a tool

of policy, the Western world needs to
answer in kind. This response should
be regulated by the very institutions
these agencies serve to preserve. A
dissolution of the CIA would therefore
mean that the United States has consigned the rest of the world to oppression, Furthermore, dissolution would
be an admission of the U.S. government’s inability to control itself,
leading either to anarchy or repression, a loss of democracy in either
case. The efficacy of the CIA to fufill
the needs of American government is
a function of the well-being of the
Republic.

QUOTABLE

AND

We wander about with arched back hoping for a friendly
pat from someone who will say, “Don’t let them kid
you. I’ve known worse jerks than you are. ”

“I‘m from the Government. I’m here to help you.”
-One of the great lies of all time.

-Heywood Broun
Let them call me rebel and welcome, I feel no concern
,from it; hut i should sufler the misery of devils, were
i to make a whore of my soul.. , .
-Thomas Paine

“I have forgotten more law than you ever knew, but
allow me to say, I have not forgotten much.
-Sir John Maynard to a.British Magistrate

“San Francisco is now the fourth largest city in
America. You have to figure people are moving there
because it’s not likely they’d have a baby boom.”
--David Letterman

The world is moved not only by the mighty shoves of
the heroes, but also by the aggregate of the tiny pushes
of’ each honest worker.
-Frank

-Ruth

Gordon

-New

York Times

“Where there are no men, be thou a man.”

The United States should announce in no uncertain term:;
that we are against disarmament, that w e need 0u.r
armaments-all that w e presently have and more--m
order to prevent war or, if war is forced upon us, to win
it.

-Senator Barry Goldufater

C. Ross

. & I think there is on smashing rule: Never face
facts.”

The Sandinistas ask us to believe that Congres.s’fu11support for the Nicaraguan contras is forcing them to crack
down further on free thought and speech. . .only the
credulous can fail to see the long roots of a police state
now emerging. ’’

-Rabbi Hillel

The efficiency of our criminal j i i y system is only marred by the difficulty to finding twelve men evey day who
don ’t know anything and can ’t read.
-Mark

A ronseruative is a fellow who is standing athwart the
tradegies of histoy yelling “STOP!”
-William F. Buckley, Jr.

Tulain

“The spirit of Massachusetts is the’spiritof Bulgaria.
-Anonymous

